
Genshin Impact



General information

• Genshin Impact is an action role-playing game developed 
and published by miHoYo. It was released for Microsoft 
Windows, PlayStation 4, iOS, and Android in 2020, and on 
PlayStation 5 in 2021. The game features an anime-style 
open-world environment and an action-based battle system 
using elemental magic and character-switching. The game is 
free-to-play and is monetized through gacha game 
mechanics where players can obtain new characters and 
weapons. The base game is expanded on a regular basis 
through patches using the games as a service model.



The story/plot of the 
game

Genshin Impact takes place in the fantasy 
world of Teyvat, which is home to seven 
distinct nations, each of which is tied to a 
different element and ruled by a different 
god. The story follows the Traveler, who 
has travelled across countless worlds with 
their twin sibling before becoming 
separated in Teyvat. The Traveler travels in 
search of the lost sibling with their 
companion Paimon and becomes involved 
in the affairs of Teyvat's nations.



Release and 
sales

• The game was released 
internationally on the 28th of 
September 2020. The game is free 
to play, but the players have the 
choice to buy in-game income 
which is used to get new 
characters, weapons and skins for 
already owned characters. 



Gacha games 

• A gacha game (Japanese: ガチャゲ〡ム, Hepburn: gacha gēmu) is a 
video game that implements the gacha (toy vending machine) 
mechanic. Similar to loot boxes, gacha games induce players to spend 
in-game currency to receive a random virtual item. The in-game 
currency can be gained by game play, or by purchasing it from the 
game publisher using real-world funds. Most of these games are free-
to-play (F2P) mobile games, where the gacha serves as an incentive to 
spend real-world money. Genshin belongs to this category.



The problem with 
gacha games

The big problem with Gacha gaming is that its 
inherently predatory. Everything about them is 
built to prey on impulsive desires, from limited 
“banners” with special rates, to the casino-like 
abstraction by having you buy gems instead of 
buying pulls directly.

Many gacha games have a proper pity system in 
place that gives players a safety net from spending 
their entire life savings. One of those gacha games 
is Genshin Impact. But is it really that bad? In a 
way, it is. While the pity system will keep you from 
leaving each time-limited banner empty-handed, 
you can still expect to spend anywhere from a 
minimum of $225 to a maximum of $450. That’s 
assuming you don’t try to get multiple copies of 
the same unit to boost their abilities.


